Adobe Connect 12

Upgrade Every Virtual Experience
with Enhanced Audio and Video

Create reliable, reusable, and engaging virtual
experiences, now in high definition with the all-new
Adobe Connect 12.
Powered by a modern, reliable & scalable, WebRTC-based
media streaming architecture, Adobe Connect 12 enables
superior audio-video experience and quality of service.

* Adobe Connect 12 is now available for hosted deployments
It will soon be available for licensed as well as managed services deployments.

Enhanced Video

Experience full HD video with picture clarity and resolution like never before.

Full HD Video in 1080p

Up to 50 Video Feeds

Full HD Single Speaker View

Deliver impactful
presentation with
high-quality 1080p video
for greater clarity and
resolution.

Let everyone be seen
and heard with up to
50 high-quality videos
at once, in multi-page
view.

Guide the participants'
focus to an active or
chosen speaker in full HD
with this new video
layout.

Spotlight Speaker Mode

Easy Camera Tools

Let the conversations flow
with an automatic focus on
the active speaker.

Control & customize in-room
camera settings like a breeze,
with single-click preview, start,
pause or switch camera options.

Richer Audio

Experience high-quality sound that doesn’t let you down.

High quality audio

Easy Microphone tools

Easy Speaker tools

Bank on high-quality, clear, and
reliable audio, in near perfect sync
with automatic noise cancellation
and echo reduction.

Get quicker mic control and
customizability with simplified
in-room microphone tools.

Test, switch, and customize
speaker settings easily with
simplified in-room speaker
tools.

Adobe Connect

Improved Usability

Experience renewed ease of use with ubiquitous access, frictionless entry, and smooth exits.

Easier Login Experience

Extended Browser
Capabilities

Enter Adobe Connect sessions
like a breeze with a new login
experience with custom login
preferences that can be saved for
the future.

Smoother Exit Experience
Get better control over
exiting the room and
ending a session with
distinct exit options.

Share ideas without barriers,
from any modern browser
with one of the most
feature-rich HTML
web-clients, that now
supports screenshare in
browsers.
Instant MP4 Recordings
Download, view, and share right
after the session with Instant MP4
recordings.Hosts and
Administrators have an option to
create anonymous recordings.
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Get free 30-day trial
About Adobe Connect
Adobe Connect is a modern virtual conferencing solution for creating secure, customizable, and reusable virtual experiences
as engaging as real-life interactions. Government agencies use Adobe Connect as persistent virtual environments for Emergency
Preparedness and Response with secure real-time information exchange for interagency collaboration. Enterprises and educational
institutions use it to deliver engaging Training & Learning , customized, branded & engagement-led Webinars, and reliable, high-quality
& highly engaging Meetings.
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